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The Native, Comprehensive, and Intuitive
Way to Modern IBM i Interfaces

Create modern IBM i applications using existing 

RPG or PHP development skills

Convert legacy RPG and DDS code into modern, 

Web 2.0 user interfaces

Use native IBM i features, like RPG Open 

Access, to modernize

Future proof your applications with integrated 

tools that support your projects now and for 

years to come

Profound UI is the native, comprehensive & integrated suite of tools 

for developers who want to: 

THE PROFOUND UI SUITE 

Profound UI is 100% native to 
the IBM i platform. With 
Profound UI there is no need to 
invest in other technologies, like 
Windows, in order to modernize! 
Profound UI runs on your 
Apache server, and doesn't 
require middleware to run. 

Native Intuitive Comprehensive

The graphical development 
interface of Profound UI 
makes it easy to build web 
and mobile applications using 
the coding skills you already 
have. There's no need to 
learn HTML or CSS. We do 
that for you!

The Profound UI suite supports 
your modernization needs now 
and for years to come. With 
one toolset, you can create 
new web and mobile apps, 
convert legacy apps, eliminate 
the ties to 5250, and support 
new development in PHP or 
Node.js.



“We looked at a few solutions that 
claimed to do what we were looking 
for, but they didn’t offer the right 
combination of tools, services and 
support we know we needed with 
this project.  We found the right 
partner with Profound Logic 
Software.”

Rick Welage, Director of IT Applications, 
WinWholesale

THE PROFOUND UI 
SUITE 

The Profound UI suite is made up of solutions that 
seamlessly integrate to meet your modernization 
needs today and for years to come. 

A robust, intuitive IDE that enables you to 
drag-and-drop your way to new RPG and PHP 
applications for the web and mobile devices.

Profound UI Visual Designer

Quickly convert your green-screen DDS 
source files into Rich Display Files: native 
IBM i objects that fully support a modern 
Web 2.0 browser interface.

DDS Conversion

Profound Mobile

RPG Open Access Handler
Profound Logic was the first vendor to create 
a handler for RPG OA, the IBM i feature that 
takes your RPG code completely off the 5250 
stream for truly modern applications.

Genie
The fastest, easiest way to modernize 
RPG applications by putting an 
intelligent GUI layer on top of them.

Atrium
Centralized, role-based navigation 
for IBM i applications.

JumpStart
An automated application generator that 
produces clean, modern RPG and PHP 
code for IBM i.

A version of the Profound UI suite that is 
streamlined for rapid and easy mobile 
application development.
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